Is Coming Up, So Give it a Break
It may be a vacation for
you but it's most; likely your
car will do the hardest work
it's had to perform all year.
So, when you go into the
Great Outdoors this year,
give your car a break-.
Like a human being, a car
that has remained relatively
inactive all year tends to get
out of condition. Those short
trips to the office and the
market and Sunday visits to
Aunt Ida tend to keep the
engine out of shape.
Carbon deposits build up
and engine components deteriorate. The engine becomes sluggish and during
extended vacation trips a
peppy,, responsive engine is
a must.
"Visit Service Station

For dependable performance during your vacation
trip, visit your favorite service outlet for a thorough
tune-up and .engine check.
Here are .the basic ingredients of such a tune-up as
outlined by Champion Spark
Plug Company. Such services
are vital to good performance, especially if you've

Consider the Kids
And Their Needs
In the Outdoors
Moving into the great outdoors with dad and mother
becomes a great adventure of
discovery for the youngsters
who will want to take their
toys with them and bring
back treasures they've collected along the way.
All of which requires a bit
of planning to avoid loss of
favorite playthings, and to
provide for bringing back

drlveft 10,000 rniles since your
last tuhe-up.
• Install new spark plugs.
Inspect spark plug, wires and
boots. Test cranking, starting
and operating voltage.
D Install new ignition
points and condenser, set distributor dwell angle and timing. Check compression. Test
charging rate of generator or
alternator.
D Test coil output. Check
distributor condition. Clean
and inspect distributor rotor
and cap.
n Perform any necessary
carburetor service. Replace
air cleaner element. Check
and replace, if necessary,
anti-pollution devices.
n Check battery and cables.

Having these services performed before your trip will
help avoid a variety of troubles.
For example, if your car is
generally garaged, it has
been protected from the elements. On vacation trips, it
is likely that your' car will
be exposed to the elements
overnight. Should rain or
their treasured nature finds.
Mothers, to the delight of
dad, will find the transparent, plastic containers with
seals, with which they are so
• familiar as Tupperware, contributing order and safety to
this problem.
Toys for the youngsters, to
keep them safely occupied
on outdoors days — indoors
— are available also from
Tupperware for toddlers to
pre-teen-agers. By way of
example there is the "Zoo it
Yourself" and the "SnaPics,"
t h e latter plastic tiles that
snap into place to make many
different pictures.

condensation be heavy,
chances of hard starting are
increased unless the ignition
system is in good workingorder.
Can't starts aren't the only
penalty from a n engine in
need of tune-up. High-speed
highway passing situations
demand the ultimate in engine responsiveness. Tests
show that a tuned car can
pass almost 10. percent more
quickly than an untuned vehicle.
Save on Gas

Finally, the bost of an engine tune-up will be partially
defrayed by the savings in
gasoline. Tests conducted by
Champion show that better
than one gallon per tankful
can be saved by a freshly
tuned engine.
When leaving for that adventure in the great outdoors, by-all means make sure
your tires, brakes; steering
system and other vital to
safety items are in good condition.
But don't forget the tuneup to make your car as eager
to go as the family is.
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Sunbeam Electric Lawn Champ Mower with 20" cutting
blade will make mowing your yard almost a pleasure. You'll
never again have to struggle through tugging, yanking, cranking
and pulling to get a mower started because this Sunbeam is
electric. You just flip a switch and it starts. Instantly. The exclusive patented deep channel deck with aerodynamically
desined compactor blade makes the difference between Sunbeam and the ordinary power mower. The deck is built like a
wind channel. It lifts grass up for a clean cut, compacts clippings and vaccums the lawn, all at the same time. Clippings go
into the Easy Tatch Grass Bog. In addition, the swing-over handle ends annoying turn arounds. And changing from a 1 to 3
inch cutting is made fingertip easy, thanks to the dual automatic
height adjustment. Stop in at RG&E, 89 East Avenue, or call
546-2700, extension 2428. Budget terms available.
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